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Introduction  

Probably, our country is multi-religious ,however people of our country has a quality to accept religious  and their customs. 

Were as now the day-today life is going on change when compared to the pastor ancient days. Earlier there was a   

bondage between one person to another through the might be from other religion other caste. They would like to think 

that there are children of “Bharath –Maate”.But now the belongings of of this India are Getting out of this matter and 

forgetting  the Paths  which are baned by our ansisters. Now they are humiliated by the media ,television shows etc. Then 

there will be  ask a  question or think about this How the people get humiliated ?. We can observe the stress or strain 

working condition is society for the completion purpose but the work pressure directly or indirectly affecting the pupil to 

their work-in-efficiency, talent and , knowledge and maily towards their mental ability.But the saddest part is that is that 

our younger generation is having a huge drawback in the field of this Unlity  towards the nation. Our younger generation 

is busy at the electronic gadgets where as unless wasting their Valuable time.  

As  to the topic “National Integration”. I would like to share a recent incidence which had a sorrowest  situation which 

we heard on Feb-14-2019, the ‘ Pulwama incident’ where the 40+ our soldiers were no more  to our nation.”They Died”, 

which was a cunning plan of the Pakistan country. They doped a bomb towards the truck where the soldiers are travelling. 

Although  after this our country has taken a revenge by the way of “Surgical strike” in the midnight.       

Why I am stating this incidence here means , though the soldiers are ready to sacrifies their life to to country but our youth 

are not ready to spend a least od time to motivate others to the unity between people here not only the youth the entire 

pupil in the nation has to decide to change the atmosphere by the means of motivation by attend religious function other 

than that of their religion.  

  

As the word Integration only states it meaning that The Unity a proverb Says that ‘Unity In Diversity’. For the better nation 

there must be a well and Supesticated weather or atmosphere. But the youth are not ready to create or not read to mingle 

with this atmosphere which is already existed.”India is well known by its high rated youth population”.Our India is a youth 

country, Nation of youths, But there is a lack of interest and hope towards the one on other.  

Developing of National Integration  or National Unity is bit easier to the youths. How means  as our youths are in the  time 

of education the seek to make a friendship and and in that they wish to make a best friend as one. Before the maturity  or 

in the childhood. They wont think about any of the religion or caste to make a friendship they think only about the kind 

heart and like the caring and helping nature hoods. But after growing  up they wish to make group and like with the 

favourism in the groups, as some of them wish to make their own religious group/gang to enjoy but the society it wan’t 
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apply to a groupism. If a public means, its only a public rather than that no matter will come, but our youths minded is 

now fully pensionable to the cinemas or movie sector.By watching the  films they think that. I should also become like this, 

as now the script of the films are most of negative thing and has almost negative roles and now the films are in the path 

of politicsector, crime sector or directly to the Nations matter. It may be a positive or negative       

  

Youths are not involving in the programs of socio-culture, skill development, mental development  program, national 

awareness program which are conducting periodically. Our younger’s generation  is in the scope of entertainment, 

enjoyable life with more money and less work. Now at present the google seekers are 97.43% in whole world as a teacher 

but no one is ready to hear upon one onther,make conversation or to communicate with one onther. They are all busy in 

involving in their own world and that world is full of ambition to make money, name, status and to enjoy the whole life 

without the risk and work.  

  

Role of the youths towards the unity is in the hands of the youth only, they are the king  for their Kingdom but while 

comparing  it to the unity towards the ‘Nation’ all the pupil or person are equal .There is no equality among any of the 

religion. Youth have to self motivate by themselves by confidence that we born to serve our mother  and motherland .As 

a senior they have to motivate their friends and juniors and aware the dispute regarding the nation.  

  

However , our India has rich in youth population voting power will be granted while the person get step in to the age of 

18 years. If the power is given means there should be awareness  that am the citizen of this country. I have to elect the 

capable person as a candidate. Now the political Glass is full of corruption. And the saddest thing is that there is no 

minimum qualification to stand or to compete in election. As once in newspaper the publisher published that the education 

minister Mr xx was a fail student in 10th  and hadn’t passen the SSLC exam but now he is a educational minister. And the 

same as above the health minister was a P U passed candidate that he has’nt known the full form of MBBS itself.  

  

For the better nation there must be a minimum qualification  level to stand in election or let us take a oath to elect the 

powerful  candidate towards the constitution. Now the elections are against to the national integrations as  dividing the 

citizen as caste, religious etc. And the parties of the elections are also became a divisions in religions.         

  

If a person donate the fund towards the sports like cricket the younger generation would like to elect that person a area 

candidate. The tendency of the youth society is degrading towards the unhumanity. There is no curtacy among one 

another youth has the capacity to change anything in this nation. If all sudden they make oathto build better nation it will 

be surely possible because no matter is considered against the youth decision.   

   

As this we can conclude that all the possibility is in the hands of the youth but the younger generation is not ready to 

utilize or to accept the current situation to over come from this illusion of civilism. The heads of the youth are burdened 

due to the electric appliances. And the educational system has to be changed as at present the education is simply seemed 

to be for educational purpose, there is no moral  no ethic, no simplicity among one another. All will stand in front of the 

money by bow downing there head to only the mean is to compete and come across the good reputation.   
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If all at once youth decide to take or to pay attention means there will be a huge or broad change will  happen in the 

society.All the matter is everything in the hands of youth. If our youth get change means above 65% of the country will 

change.  

  

As from the basic only every kid has to be trained up and to be motivated to over come from all the disputes in  personal 

and public sector causes.  

  

At last I would like to suggest that each and every youth has to take initiative to serve the nation in a better manner by 

developing moral and compromising the other with the etic and the pupil of this nation must be clearly awared by our 

constitutional amendments to survive in this nation by the good rights and thought.    
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